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Abstract
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) seriously threaten the health of human beings, and they have caused
widespread concern in recent years. At present, the diagnosis of CVD is mainly conducted by computed
tomography (CT), echocardiography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technologies. NMR imaging
technology is widely used in medical applications owing to its characteristics of high resolution and very
low radiation. However, manual NMR image segmentation is time-consuming and error-prone, which has
led to the research on automatic NMR image segmentation technologies. Researchers tend to explore the
ventricular NRM image segmentation to improve the accuracy of CVD diagnosis. In this study, based on
deep learning technology, we propose a layered Mask R-CNN segmentation method to segment
ventricular NMR images. The experimental results show that the mean dice metrics (DM) of left
ventricular segmentation and right ventricular segmentation are 0.92 and 0.89, and the Hausdorff
distance (HD) metrics are 4.78 mm and 7.03 mm. Our research indicates that the proposed novel method
has great potential to automate the ventricular NMR image segmentation. We also discuss the automatic
abnormal ventricular systolic function detection method based on the proposed layered segmentation
model.
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Abstract Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) seriously threaten the health of human beings, and they have caused widespread concern in recent years. At
present, the diagnosis of CVD is mainly conducted by computed tomography
(CT), echocardiography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technologies.
NMR imaging technology is widely used in medical applications owing to its
characteristics of high resolution and very low radiation. However, manual
NMR image segmentation is time-consuming and error-prone, which has led to
the research on automatic NMR image segmentation technologies. Researchers
tend to explore the ventricular NRM image segmentation to improve the accuracy of CVD diagnosis. In this study, based on deep learning technology,
we propose a layered Mask R-CNN segmentation method to segment ventricular NMR images. The experimental results show that the mean dice metrics
(DM) of left ventricular segmentation and right ventricular segmentation are
0.92 and 0.89, and the Hausdorff distance (HD) metrics are 4.78 mm and 7.03
mm. Our research indicates that the proposed novel method has great potential to automate the ventricular NMR image segmentation. We also discuss
the automatic abnormal ventricular systolic function detection method based
on the proposed layered segmentation model.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, cardiovascular disease (CVD) has been a great threat to human
health [4, 17]. There are more than 10 million people dying of CVD annually
all over the world. With the rapid development of medical technology, CVD
can be diagnosed by medical images and various indicators. Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) imaging technology can be used in ventricular detection to
generate arbitrary angle image sequences of the heart, which can be used to
observe heart health. At present, the ventricular areas need to be manually
segmented before they are used for CVD diagnosis by professional doctors.
In recent years, clinical practice shows that many CVD diagnoses need to be
judged by interpreting NMR segmentation images. However, traditional ventricular image segmentation methods are time-consuming, laborious and errorprone, which undoubtedly leads to the information loss or even misdiagnosis.
Indeed, many traditional methods can not meet the accuracy requirement of
ventricular NMR image segmentation, and the application scenarios are limited. At present, many NMR machines provide automatic segmentation function. However, because of the poor effectiveness of segmentation algorithm,
these machines are inaccurate and inefficient. Therefore, the research for an
efficient, accurate automatic ventricular NMR image segmentation method
has far-reaching significance for accurate medical diagnosis. In the past few
decades, with the rapid development of computing technology, artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have made remarkable progress and been applied
in various fields. Deep learning (DL), as the hottest technology in AI, has
gradually become the focus of machine learning research [14]. Deep learning
technologies can automatically mine and analyze the data characteristics of
labeled data, which are suitable for image segmentation applications. Indeed,
the left ventricular NMR image is easy to be segmented for its clear image
boundary. However, because of the thin wall of the right ventricle, distinguishing the boundary between the right ventricle inner and outer membranes
is more difficult than that of the left ventricle. In addition, right ventricle
NMR images are difficult to obtain, and the number of public NMR images is
small, which leads to a situation where the research on right ventricle is much
less than that of left ventricle. In order to study the right ventricular NMR
image segmentation, in this paper, 16,200 NMR images were collected from
128 patients in a hospital of Gansu Province, China. And the ventricular edges
of these images were preprocessed and labeled. We try to make full use of the
boundary characteristics of ventricular layers and have applied deep learning
models to segment ventricle NMR images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
related work, which mainly includes traditional methods and deep learning
methods for ventricular image segmentation. Section 3 shows the proposed
layered method for ventricular image segmentation. Meanwhile, we also propose to develop automatic abnormal systolic function detection system based
on the proposed ventricular segmentation model. Section 4 presents the ex-
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perimental results of the proposed method. Finally in Section 5, we conclude
this paper.

2 Related Work
With the competition tackling the challenges the left ventricular segmentation
initiated by Kaggle in 2016 [15], the ventricular segmentation has been widely
researched. Researchers have used various methods to segment the ventricle
NMR images. However, there are still many difficulties and challenges in ventricular segmentation, especially for right ventricular segmentation. The methods for NMR image segmentation are generally divided into two categories, one
type is the traditional segmentation algorithms [18, 28], and another type is
the deep learning based methods, which are more and more widely researched
in the field of automatic ventricular segmentation and have achieved better
and better segmentation results [22]. The difficulty of ventricular image segmentation lies in the complexity of heart structure. In addition, the shape and
size of ventricles vary greatly between different individuals. Therefore, it is
difficult to identify and judge the inner structure of ventricle.

2.1 Traditional methods
The traditional methods for ventricular NMR image segmentation mainly include threshold segmentation method [20], region growing method [27], clustering analysis method [3], level set segmentation method [5] and graph cutting
algorithm [8]. Varga-Szemes et al. realized semi-automatic ventricular threshold segmentation algorithm based on the intensity of myocardial signals. Their
results showed competitive results than conventional methods. In their experiments, the left ventricle had a large contrast in gray value due to the thickness
of myocardial wall, which achieved good segmentation results [24]. Although
threshold segmentation methods need small amount of computation, it does
not consider spatial characteristics and is sensitive to noise. Hence, the threshold segmentation methods need to be improved [13]. Wang studied traditional
ventricular segmentation methods in detail and achieved good results. Ayed et
al. proposed a method based on discrete kernel density matching energy function to segment the left ventricle, which is a flexible and high computational
performance image segmentation algorithm [1]. However, it only has good result on image segmentation with high contrast, and the global energy function
can only achieve local optimum. Based on the above analysis, we can see that
the traditional image segmentation methods have their own characteristics and
have achieved good results in some professional fields. However, these methods did not perform well in the field of ventricular segmentation, due to the
variability of ventricular shape and the large variation of ventricular periphery
during cardiac cycle. In addition, most traditional segmentation methods are
semi-automatic, which undoubtedly increases the workload of medical staff.
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Therefore, it is urgent to develop accurate and efficient automatic ventricular
segmentation methods.

2.2 Deep learning methods
Deep learning can automatically learn the high-level features of the potential
distribution of samples, and it outperforms many traditional machine learning
algorithms in many computer vision fields. Therefore, deep learning has been
gradually applied into the field of ventricular segmentation in recent years.
Deep learning based ventricular segmentation algorithms mainly include fully
convolutional networks (FCN), U-Net [9, 21] and Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [16]. FCN is designed to classify image at pixel level. Bai et al. have
proved that deep learning has great potential for image segmentation [2]. Tran
et al. trained deep FCN based on transfer learning and tested 22,000 images
for ventricular NMR image segmentation [23]. In their results, the average
dice metric (DM) metrics of the left and right ventricles are 0.92 and 0.84,
and they achieved good result for left ventricular segmentation. In 2015, Ronneberger et al. [21] proposed the U-Net network based on FCN, which was
widely used in medical image segmentation. In U-Net, the shallow layers are
used to locate pixels, and the deep layers are used to classify the pixels. UNet includes same number of upsampling layers and downsampling layers. In
the ventricular segmentation challenge initiated by Kaggle in 2016, Chuckyee achieved DM 0.83 of right ventricle and DM 0.88 of left ventricle by using
expanded convolution operation and adding global receptive field, and the segmentation accuracy exceeded FCN [29]. Cong et al. designed a reverse U-Net
network with an end-to-end filter. They achieved best segmentation result of
DM metric 0.94 in the left ventricular segmentation, based on the medical
image computing and computer-assisted intervention (MICCIAI) dataset [6],
but they did not test the right ventricle images. Clement et al. designed a new
type of deep convolutional neural network (CNN), which could be regarded as
an improvement and enhancement of U-Net. It could automatically learn advanced features and low-level features, which obtained a DM metric of 0.94 in
the left ventricle and a DM metric of 0.89 in the right ventricle, which was the
best segmentation results at present [32]. Fatemeh et al. combined the CNN
model with RNN model and achieved accurate results for segmenting ventricular end-diastolic and end-systolic [7]. Indeed, RNN is mainly used in the field of
head CT and electrocardiogram, and it is rarely used in the field of ventricular
image segmentation. Hu and Yin et al. utilized machine learning technology
to developed an online ventricular segmentation system [30] based on Yin’s
work during postgraduate [31]. Due to the complex environment of ventricles,
deep learning provides a better solution for precise ventricular segmentation
by automatically mining high-level features, and the accuracy is higher than
the traditional method. Based on the above analysis, this paper try to apply
the deep Mask R-CNN model into the ventricular NMR image segmentation
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to solve the low accuracy problem, and provide method to develop automatic
medical diagnosis system.

3 Our proposed method
This section presents the details of proposed ventricular segmentation method
for ventricular image segmentation. The ventricle images include three areas:
left ventricle area, right ventricle area and background area. And there is only
one instance for each area. The NMR images are low-resolution gray scale
with size of 208 × 174, and Mask R-CNN is selected as the deep learning
segmentation model. We also introduce the method for abnormal ventricular
systolic function detection based on the proposed segmentation model at last.

3.1 Mask R-CNN model
In 2017, Mask R-CNN was proposed as the enhanced model of Faster R-CNN,
by expanding the function of Faster R-CNN target detection, and the network
added mask branch to detect the category of each pixel in the target area [11].
3.1.1 ResNet101 + FPN network
Generally, deeper neural network model has stronger expressive ability and
more complex function mapping relationship. However, deeper structure may
lead to the gradient vanishing or gradient explosion problems [19]. Residual
neural network (ResNet) solves this problem by transforming the input layer
into residual function, which makes the network easier to be optimized. ResNet
network uses fast connection method to reduce the negative effect of network
depth. Meanwhile, it reduces the number of parameters to speed up the network training, which makes it more suitable for large-scale neural network
structure. According to the experimental results of [10], the error rate decreases with the increase of network depth gradually. Considering computing
performance, ResNet101 is selected in this paper, which has 101 layers. However, with the increase of the number of layers, the accuracy for recognizing
small objects will decrease. Generally, the ventricle area only accounts for 10%
of the whole image, which will undoubtedly get inaccurate results. Therefore,
the backbone detection network needs to be redesigned to have the ability to
recognize objects with different size. On the other hand, the feature pyramid
network (FPN) is designed to solve this problem. On the basis of ResNet network, FPN adds pyramidal multi-level convolution fusion technology, which
connects different convolution layers to transfer the location of the bottom
layer and the semantic information of the upper layer between these layers.
This new method can be used for different sizes object recognition. According
to the above analysis, this paper combines ResNet101 network and FPN as
the backbone network of ventricular segmentation.
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Fig. 1 The ventricular segmentation images [31]

3.1.2 Segmentation mask
Mask file used in image segmentation is a two-dimensional matrix, which is
used to label the target area in the image, and it is usually a binary matrix,
in which target area is marked as 1 and background area is marked as 0. In
order to generate the mask matrix, we need to generate a matrix with the
same size as the image, and all values in the matrix are initialized as 0. Then,
we mark the marginal region of the ventricle, and the values of corresponding
positions in the mask matrix are set as 1. Therefore, by multiplying the original
image matrix with the mask matrix, the pixel values in the background region
will be 0, and the target image can be obtained. Fig. 1 (a), (b), (c) and (d)
represent the original NMR image, marked image, mask file and the instance
segmentation image, respectively. The green area represents the right ventricle
and the red area represents the left ventricle.
3.1.3 Loss function
In the design of Mask R-CNN, the loss function L consists of three parts,
which are classification loss Lcls, boundary loss Lbox and mask loss Lmask,
as shown in Eq. (1):
L = Lcls + Lbox + Lmask

(1)

In our experiments, we found that the boundary loss Lbox played an important role in the loss function. The definition of Lbox greatly influences the
segmentation model. Therefore, we will tune the position of the boundary box
to find the best parameters when training the model.
3.2 Ventricular NMR images segmentation
Generally, ventricle NMR images include multi-layer images, and there are
many differences in size and details between these layers. Therefore, NMR
images are designed to be segmented based on layered method in this paper,
which makes the segmentation results more accurate.
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Fig. 2 The six layers ventricle images

Fig. 2 shows the 6 layers NMR images of a patient from tricuspid valve
position to apex position (1-6 slices). The upper images show the slices of
diastolic images, and the bottom images show the slices of end-systolic images.
In reality, the features in different NMR layers are different. For conditions
with less marked dataset, using all these images in different layers to train the
model will lead to large prediction error. Hence, we collected and marked a
large dataset in this paper to separately train segmentation models for different
layers.

3.3 The design of the segmentation models
In this paper, we trained deep segmentation models for 6 layers NMR images,
and the models correspond to the corresponding 6 ventricle slices. The first
five layers correspond to the first five models, and the remaining layers are
placed in the sixth model because the the remaining layers are closer to the
apex, which is similar to the sixth layer.
Fig. 3 shows the overall design of our novel method. Because of the design
of layered Mask R-CNN method, NMR image in each layer will be segmented
by an independent Mask R-CNN model. The redundant layers will be merged
into the sixth layer model for training and prediction. The Mask R-CNN model
combines ResNet101 and FPN as the backbone model structure, and the region proposal network (RPN) is used to extract candidate regions by a sliding
window. As shown in Fig. 3, the region of interest (ROI) classifier and boundary box regressor are also introduced to fine-tune candidate windows. ROI
classifier can be used to select interesting and important areas of segmentation, and boundary box regressor can be used to accelerate the search of ROI
by regressor. Therefore, the introduction of these two methods can improve
the accuracy of ventricular segmentation.
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Fig. 3 The design of six-layer ventricular segmentation method

3.4 Abnormal systolic function detection
Medically, the health status of the ventricle is usually determined by the end
of ventricular diastolic and the end volume of contraction. Although the ventricular size is very different for different people, the amplitude of ventricular
contraction is similar, which can be used to analyze the state of ventricular
function. In this part, we extract the end of diastolic and shrinklasting images
based on the layered ventricular segmentation models. Then, we try to detect ventricular systolic dysfunction by analyzing the ratio of these two types
ventricular slice areas.
In Fig. 4, the upper row shows the ventricle images of a healthy person, and
the bottom row shows the ventricle images of a patient. It can be seen from the
figure that the amplitude of normal healthy person’s ventricular contraction
is large. While the amplitude is several times decreased for patient images.
Meanwhile, the volumes of ventricle images of patients are far greater than
that of healthy person. Therefore, the ratio of diastolic to systolic NMR slice
area can be used to detect abnormal systolic function.
We used the NMR images including 116 patients with normal ventricular
systolic function and 12 patients with decreased ventricular systolic function
and dilated heart disease for experiments. Because of the similarity between
six layers of the ventricle slice images, we select the second layer to conduct
ventricular systolic dysfunction experiments. The second layer performs better
in both DM and HD coefficients. Meanwhile, it also has a clear target area in
the ventricle images.
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Fig. 4 The second layer ventricular images of healthy people and patient [31]

Fig. 5 Abnormal systolic function detection based on segmentation model

As shown in Fig. 5, the diastolic and systolic slice images of the second layer
are extracted and inputted into the segmentation model. Next, the ventricular
areas are automatically segmented based on proposed segmentation model.
Then, we analyze the range of the area ratio of diastolic image to systolic
image, which can be used to detect abnormal ventricular systolic function. In
this process, the whole segmentation and ratio analysis process is completed by
program automatically. Therefore, it can automatically be used as an auxiliary
diagnostic tool for doctors.

4 Experimental Results and Anslysis
In this section, we show the experiments on the ventricular segmentation. The
experiments were carried on Ubuntu 16.04 with a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.
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The framework of deep learning was Keras 2.2.4, based on Python 3.6.5 and
TensorFlow-gpu 1.9.0.
4.1 Dataset
There are few public ventricle NMR image datasets available at present. ACDC
MICCAI [64] contributed a dataset for ventricular segmentation challenge in
2017. The dataset provides small samples, which are suitable for small-scale
models, and it is easy to cause over-fitting problem for large-scale network
model such as Mask R-CNN. Therefore, we collected a new ventricle NMR
image dataset, which includes data of 128 patients in a hospital in Gansu
Province of China. The Siemens Skyra 3.0T MR scanner was used to scan the
hearts. The NMR images include 6 to 8 layers, and each layer is 8 mm thick,
including 25 scanned images in one cardiac cycle. The images are in digital
imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) format, and the image
resolution is 208×174. We collected 16,200 ventricle images (including left and
right ventricles) under the guidance of professional doctors, and the ventricle
edges were marked in these images accurately manually. In our experiments,
we selected 13000 images as training samples, and the remaining 3,200 images
were used for test.
4.2 Evaluation metrics
DM metric and HD metric are often used to evaluate the results of ventricular
image segmentation.

Fig. 6 The DM and HD evaluation metrics

As shown in Fig. 6 (a), the DM metric is an evaluation method based
on similarity measure. S represents the area of the original marked ventricle
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image, and T represents the area of predicted marked image. The DM metric
is expressed as Eq. (2).
DM (S, T ) = 2 · (S ∩ T )/(S + T )

(2)

HD is also an evaluation method based on similarity measure and it expounds the similarity between point sets. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), S and T
represent the boundary of original and predicted masks, respectively. The HD
metric is calculated by comparing all points in T and all points in S to get the
farthest metrics that cover all directions and angles in S and T . The formula
of HD is as Eq. (3).
0

d(p, T ) = minp0 ∈T p − p

(3)

Hausdorf f (S, T ) = max{maxp∈T d(p, S), maxp∈S d(p, T )}
In this paper, the experimental results are evaluated by DM and HD metrics, which are also used to compare with other methods in existing studies.

4.3 Model training
Transfer learning is used for the pre-training of the segmentation models, which
is helpful for the rapid convergence of deep models. In our experiments, we use
models trained by the COCO dataset to initialize the segmentation models.
In fact, the COCO dataset has more than 120,000 categories [25]. So the
deep learning models trained by the COCO dataset can be easily transferred
to new application scenarios with recognition ability. Meanwhile, the models
can converge quickly in training and achieve good classification results after
initialization through transfer learning, which has been verified on the Mask
R-CNN model [12].
There are also many other important parameters in Mask R-CNN affecting
the results of the model. Therefore, we need to combine the experimental
results and analysis to find best models.
Fig. 7 shows the loss curves for training six layer models. SAX1-SAX6
denote segmentation models for first short-axis slice (SAX) to sixth SAX.
SAX1 is near the tricuspid layer and SAX6 is near the apical layer. As shown in
Eq. (1), loss function mainly includes classification loss (class loss), boundary
box regression loss (bbox loss) and mask loss (mask loss). From Fig. 7 we
can observe that the loss function declines fastest in the first five epochs and
finally oscillates in a small loss range. The classification loss is smallest, which
indicates that the classification is accurate. The trend of the boundary box
loss and mask loss is similar. The training processes of SAX1 and SAX2 are
more smooth, and the first two layers can achieve better results through fewer
training steps. The reason behind is that the inner boundaries of the first
two layers are clearest. The training processes of the last two layers are very
unstable, and all losses are higher than those of other layers. The reason is that
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Fig. 7 The loss curves of segmentation models of six layers
Table 1 The evaluation results of the deep models for segmenting SAX1-SAX6 of right
ventricle (RV) and left ventricle (LV) NMR images.
DM

HD

RV

LV

RV

LV

SAX1

0.9183

0.9311

6.75

4.75

SAX2

0.9140

0.9226

6.86

4.92

SAX3

0.8834

0.9279

8.12

5.03

SAX4

0.8683

0.9275

8.44

4.86

SAX5

0.8776

0.9228

6.26

4.77

SAX6

0.8819

0.9176

5.83

4.32

Average

0.8906

0.9249

7.04

4.78

the target area of the end-systolic in the last two layers images is generally too
small, and it is difficult for the boundary frame to detect them, which results
in large losses and fluctuations.

4.4 Segmentation results analysis
Table 1 shows the DM and HD metrics of right ventricular segmentation results
from first layer to sixth layer. We can see that the average DM is 0.8906 and
average HD is 7.04mm. Also, we can see that the DM metrics of the first
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two layers are higher than 0.91 and they show better performance. The third
layer images have a large target area, but the inner and outer membrane
boundary is more difficult to identify than the first two layers, which leads
to a slight drop in accuracy. The segmentation results of the remaining layers
in the right ventricle are similar, which are nearby 0.87. The inner and outer
membranes of the last two layers almost coincide during ventricle contraction,
and there is no need to judge the inner and outer membranes. Therefore, the
segmentation results of last two layers improve a little than the middle layers.
Table 1 presents the results of DM and HD in all layers of left ventricle. The
average DM is 0.92 and average HD is 4.78mm. Because the left ventricle is
more regular and the ventricle edge are clearer, the DM of left ventricle is
generally above 0.91, which is better than that of right ventricle. The HD
metric of left ventricle is generally lower than that of right ventricle, because
the left ventricle is easier to be distinguished than right ventricle.

Fig. 8 The distribution of DM and HD in six layers

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of DM and HD in each layer for left and right
ventricular segmentation. We can see that the number of abnormal points
of DM and HD in the left ventricle is less than that in the right ventricle.
By checking the NMR images, we found that the abnormal points usually
appeared in the images of patients who had small ventricle area or arrhythmia,
which led to low DM and high HD.
Fig. 9, (a)-(f) show the ventricular segmentation results from the first layer
to the sixth layer. There are two groups of ventricular segmentation images
for different patients in one layer. The left image in each group is the mask file
marked manually, and the right image is the predicted segmentation image.
The blue area represents right ventricle, and the red area denotes left ventricle.
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The numbers in the predicted rectangle boxes show the DM scores. We can
observe that the predicted segmentation images are very smooth, and the
accuracies of left and right ventricle edge prediction are high.
From Fig. 9 (a) and (b) we can see that the detection results of left and right
ventricles in the first two layers are good, because the target area is easier to
identify than other layers. The average HD is low and stable, which proves that
the layered Mask R-CNN model is capable for ventricular edge segmentation.
Fig. 9 (c) and (d) shows the segmentation results of the third and fourth
layers. We can observe that the target area becomes smaller and there are
some interference factors such as trabecular muscles. On the other hand, the
predicted image is relatively accurate, but a little worse than that of the first
two layers. Fig. 9 (e) and (f) show the segmentation results of small ventricle
images in the fifth and sixth layers. We can see that the forecasting errors of
RPN boundary box and ventricle edge get larger. However, benefiting from
the boundary box of Mask R-CNN, the segmentation results are acceptable.
4.5 Ventricular segmentation results comparision
In this section, the experimental results of proposed method and the state of
the art methods are compared based on same dataset, and the advantages and
disadvantages of these algorithms in ventricular segmentation are summarized.
The comparison results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 The ventricular segmentation results of proposed method and other methods for
right ventricle (RV) and left ventricle (LV).
DM

HD

RV

LV

RV

[26]

0.87

-

8.98

LV
-

[23]

0.84

0.92

8.86

-

[32]

0.88

0.94

16.78

5.79

SAX1

0.9279

0.9316

6.11

4.68

SAX2

0.9225

0.9272

6.26

4.70

SAX3

0.8880

0.9145

7.39

5.01

SAX4

0.8655

0.9024

8.22

5.28

SAX5

0.8359

0.8508

8.34

6.31

SAX6

0.8116

0.8412

8.64

6.75

The boldfaces represent better results than other methods, and ”-” denotes lacking
results.

Among all the other methods, [26] shows the segmentation results of traditional methods. We can see that the traditional method has no advantage
over our method in segmentation results. [32] performs best in DM for left
ventricle, but it performs poorly in HD for right ventricle. Actually, [32] is
an extension of U-Net model, and it is a type of best method in the field of
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ventricular segmentation at present. [23] performs well in HD metric, but it
performs poorly in DM metric. Our proposed method performs best in DM
for the right ventricular segmentation in the first three layers, and the results
of first two layers are the most prominent, which are equal to results in [32].
Anyhow, the average accuracy of left ventricle is lower than [32].
In [32], the lowest HD metrics of right ventricle and left ventricle are 13.03
mm and 4.16 mm. Compared back to back, the average HD of right ventricle
and left ventricle are 7.49 mm and 5.46 mm in our results. Although the proposed method obtains similar results as [32] in left ventricular segmentation,
it outperforms [32] in right ventricular segmentation. It indicates that the proposed method is more accurate in locating the target area, and it performs
better than [32] in ventricle detection.
In summary, the proposed layered Mask R-CNN method achieves good
segmentation results in both DM and HD metrics, especially for right ventricle
segmentation, which has rarely been achieved before.
4.6 Analysis of abnormal systolic function detection

Fig. 10 The area ratio distribution of healthy people and patients

The area ratios of diastolic to systolic are given in Fig. 10. Figure (a) and
(c) show the actual ratio distributions based on manually labeled right and left
ventricular images, and figure (b) and (d) show the predicted ratio distributions based on segmented right and left ventricular images by the segmentation
model. The ordinate denotes the ratios, and the horizontal ordinate shows the
patient number.
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We can observe that the ratios of patients are significantly lower than that
of healthy people. Meanwhile, for the right ventricle, the ratios of healthy people is mainly between 1.2 and 2.0. And it ranges between 1.5 and 3.5 for the
left ventricles of healthy people. In fact, the left and right ventricular contractions are usually synchronous. If the right ventricular ratio is low, then the
person’s left ventricular ratio is also low. Based on this synchronization, we
can take the one left or right ventricular contraction ratio as the detection
parameter. This rule is also preserved in the automatic ventricular segmentation images predicted by segmentation model, as shown in figure (b) and
(d). It indicates that the proposed ventricular segmentation model can not
only be used for ventricular segmentation, but also can be used for automated
ventricular systolic disease detection, which helps to develop auxiliary medical
diagnosis system.

5 Conclusions
The diagnosis of CVDs mainly relies on MRI technology, and the traditional
analysis of MRI images needs help from professional doctors, which is timeconsuming, laborious and easy to cause misdiagnosis. This paper proposed an
automatic ventricular segmentation method to assist the diagnosis of CVDs.
We collected and marked a dataset including 16,200 NMR images. Based on
the dataset, a layered Mask R-CNN segmentation method was proposed to
automaticlly detect the ventricle edge in the NMR images. The experimental
results show that the mean DM metrics of right and left ventricles are 0.89
and 0.92, and the mean HD metrics of right and left ventricles are 7.03 mm
and 4.78 mm. Compared with earlier popular methods, our proposed method
is more accurate for right ventricular segmentation. It also shows strong stability and robustness for small target areas. We also experimentally confirmed
this automatic ventricular NMR image processing method can be used for
automated ventricular systolic disease detection.
Future studies may focus on the improvement of model accuracy, and extended applications such as the calculation of ventricular volume, ejection
fraction calculation and more heart disease detection.
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